(For clarity please refer to suggestions presented at the bottom of the June 2020 IG Agenda)

NVIG Ad Hoc Committee Take Back to the Groups
Please bring the following items back to your groups for the July 2020 IG meeting.
1. Who would the groups like to invite to participate?
a. Only IG Reps and Officers
b. All members of AA in the Napa Valley
2. What questions would you like included in the Inventory format?
a. The following list of questions are suggestions compiled from p-16 “The AA
Group” and the 2016 NVIG inventory.
3. How should the Inventory be formatted?
a. Zoom or In-Person
b. Any other suggestions on process.
Suggestions for IG Inventory Questions
This list consists of two classes of suggested questions.
Internal Questions which focus on how NVIG functions as a service entity.
External Questions which focus on how NVIG serves its AA community and members.

1. What is the basic purpose of intergroup? (External)
2. How effective are we in communicating the purpose of intergroup within the NAPA FELLOWSHIP?
Do they know what we do? (External)
3. Do our incoming IG reps get a good understanding of what their “job” entails? (Internal)
4. Are we supporting the IG officers in performing their function? Does each feel supported? (Internal)
5. Do we run the meeting effectively and according to the AA traditions? (Internal)
6. Do new Intergroup reps and committee members stick with us, or does the
turn over seem excessive? If so, why? What can we as a group do to retain members? (Internal)
7. Does NVIG represent the fellowship of the Napa Valley? (External)
8. Mindful that holding office is a great responsibility not to be viewed as the outcome of a popularity
contest, are we choosing our officers with care? (Internal)
9. Are we doing all we can to provide a safe, attractive and accessible meeting place? (External)
10. How well does IG make efforts to provide support to all who may suffer from alcoholism, keeping in
mind that diverse backgrounds may be afflicted? (External)
11. How is Intergroup fulfilling its responsibility to the Seventh Tradition? (Both, added after meeting)

